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SE.~ON I
GENERAL

1. ~~~~~g~
_~t~~l~::~

-

~~~~g~. a. Generally, a "round of

AnDnUn1
tion
consists of the proJectile
with all the canponents necessary to propel it from the piece and function
1t at the desired point.
In general, these components are the p~i.mer, the pro~.-!l~
c"!1arge, the
container (cartridge
case or bags) for the propel11ne charge, the :fuze,
booster, and the projectile
with its fi11er.
b. Since the firing
of the first
shot from a cmmon, much
time and effort
have been 'expended in the improvement of these components with the result
that, at present, the artilleryof all modern
armies is equipped with projectiles,
fillers,
and fuzes of scientific
design, and powders with which to propel them with the proper velocity
for required ranges.

2. Tactics and ammunition. - a. Artiller7
was first
used mainly
against fortifications
for the purpOse of breaching the valls for the
passage of foot troops in the attack.
Because the hand weapons of the
defending forces were crude and of short range, the cannon of the attacking force could be emplaced at close range.
There was, therefore,
no need tor long-ranee fire and artillery
vas put into position
in
front ot tJ1e foot troops.
Wi th the devel01lD.8nt of shoulder weapons of
increased ranee and accuracy ,it
became necessary for artillsr7
to seek
poet tione at greater distances from the opposing forces .and in the rear
of friendly
troops, in order to avoid neutralization
by enemy emallarms fire and possible capture in the event of a repulse.
b. These conditions called for greater range and power,
which, in-turn, necessitated tmproved projectiles
and propellent powders. The assignment of special missions to artillery
brought about
the development of special ammunition with which to accomplish these
missions.

c.
components
vice.

Following
of al"tillery

-..

is a discussion
of the development
of
8DDI1unition to meet the varying
needs

-1-

the - several
of the ser-

SEm'ION II
DEVEWPMENT OF PROJE~LES

3. Early projectiles.
The first
projectiles
fired from cannon
were iron darts wrapped with leather,
of a size to fit the bore.
These
continued in use even up to the sixteenth
century, when they were replaced by spherical
shot.
One example was roUSh17 rounded stone balls
chosen because of their cheapness. Forged iron, bronze and lead balls
were tried but expense prevented their general adoption.
Further,
as
the heavy metal shot necessitated
the use of a correspondingly
large
propelliDg
charge too great a demand was made on the strength of the
feeble pieces of the period.
This frequent!,.
caused rupture of the cannon. Stone shot being about one third the weight of those of iron, the
powder charge was reduced in proportion,
thus effecting
an add! tional
econ~.
Both iron and stone shot occasionally
were covered with lead,
both to preserve the interior
of the bore (by reducing the friction)
and to afford a closer fit between the shot and the bore, thereby bettering the obturation
(preventing
the escape of the powder gases around the proJectile)
and thus increasiDg the muzzle velocity
and range.
Hollow projectiles
filled
with explosives or combustibles,
and variations of canister,
while not in general use, had made their appearance
prior to this time.

f
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YIGmm 1. - Air currents caused b7 different
shaped proJectiles.
4. Shape (Fig. 1). -~.
From the beginning the demand for greater
and greater ranges has influenced
the shape of the projectile.
Towards
the end of the sirteenth
century. cannon shot was made of cast iron and
was spherical
in form.
The spherical
projectile
was inefficient
ballistiCal17,
that is, erratic
in flisht.
Because of the crude methods of
manufacture,
a tight fi t co~d not be obtained between the projectile
snd the bore of the cannon. Its rough surface increased the air resistance and, b7 vir.tue of its shape, it presented a ~um
surface to
air resistance for its weishtj nevertheless, the spherical form con-2-
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cause the partial
vacuum formed behind the projectile
greatly retards it and causes unsteadiness in flight.
modern projectiles
are of the boat-tailed
type.

during flight
For this

reason

5. Exterior
of modern projectiles
(Fis;2).
Modern projectiles
combine weight and fonn in the most practical
way to secure a maximum.
of stability
and a minimum. of air resistance
in flight.
The cylindrical bo4 usually is !'ran one to two calibers
long, and extends f'rom
the bourrelet
(Par. 7) t-o the rotating
band~ The cylindrical
surface
in rear of the rotating
band is coned slightly
to fonn the boat-tail,
wi th an inclination
of from six to eight degrees to the axis of the
projectile.
The ogive describes an arc whose center lies on a line
perpendicualr
to the axis of the projectile,
with a radius usually expressed in terms of caliber.
This radius formerly was two calibers
for all projectiles,
but experiments have proved that a marked reduction in air resistance,
resulting
in greater range, can be obtained
b7 increasing
the radius of the osive to as much as ten or eleven calibers.
Figure 2 shows the exterior
of a modern artillery
projectile.

6. Rotation.

- a.

"Rifling"

consists

of

a number of

spiral

"grooves" in the surface of the bore of the gun. The spaces between
the grooves are the "lands".
The purpose of rifling
is to rotate the
projectile
about its axis, in order to give it stabilit7
in flight.
If the projectile
did not rotate in flight,
it would f1,. end over end,
or "tumble" j its flight
would be irregular
and inaccurate,
and the
range would be reduced.
E.. Early types of projectiles.
The introduction
of "rifling'
brought about the use of elongated projectiles
of increased weight.
For projectiles
used in rifled
cannon, same device was necessary to
cause the projectile
to take the rifling.
Several devices that were
developed are shown in Figure 3.
(1) The studs on the projectile
shown in Figure 3a were
fi tted into the grooves of the rifling
as the projectile
waa inaertod
at the muzzle.
In the Butler projectile;,
the part marked (x) was of
brass and, on firing,
was expanded outward into the rifling
by the
pressure of the powder gases.

~

"raised portions between grooves were known as lands, and the caliber was
the diameter between opposite lands.
The bourrelet
(Par. 1) of the projectile
had the approximate diameter of the lands; at the rear of the
projectile
was a smooth band of soft metal which had the diameter of the
grooves.
The projectile
was inserted into the smooth-surfaced chamber
in rear of the rifled
(grooved) portion of the bore.
It then was rammed
forward; the grooves partially
engaged the soft metal of the rotating
band sufficient~
to hold the projectile
in place while the tube was
elevated.
On the explosion of the propelling
charge, the projectile
moves forward and the lands cut their wa;y through the rotating
band,
causing 1t to conform in sections to the rifling,
thus givins to the projectile
a rotar;y motion about its long axis.
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FIGURE 110. '- Rotating band in gun chamber - projectile

not seated.

(2) Since the band of a modern projectile
completely fills
the grooves, it prevents the escape of gas past the projectile,
centers
the projectile
in the bore, and determines a fixed position
of the pro-jectlle
when rammed into the piece.
The f'ront surface of the band is
machined to seat itself
readily
in the coned seat (forcing
cone) at the
origin of rifling.
(3) During firing,
a small amount of the copper of the
rotating
band is forced back and behind the band, and along the surf'ace
of' the projectile
in the rear of' the band. The pressure of' the released
gas at the muzzle of the piece and the centrifugal
f'orce of' rotation
combine to throw out this excess metal in a radical
direction,
so that
i t becomes a fringe
around the rear part of the band. When this fringe

is excessive and irregular,

it builds up air resistance,
-6-
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6. - :Base cover.

assembl7

b. The DeW t~
tor small and medium calibers,
haV1J18a disc
of sheet brass or steel sweated to the base ot the projectile
vi th
solder, or a steel disc welded to the base ot the proJectile.
c. The new t1-p8 f'or the larger calibers,
consistiDg of' a copper cup covering a lead disc, the copper cup being held in a dovetailed groove in the base of' the projectile
b,. means of' a strip ot lead
calking wire, which is h~red
down to f'ill
the groove caapleteI,. and
to bend the tl8JJge of' the copper cup.

9.' Projectile tillers.
Classification.
The modern projectiles
tired by field artille~
are classified according to the nature ot the
projectile,
as shrapnel and shell.
J'ollowins is a discussion ot the
developnent ot the TarioUs t,-pes ot projectiles,
tosether with the purpose and action ot each type.
a. Solid shot.
The earliest
projectiles
were spheres of
solid metal and depended for their effect upon their weight and veloci t1'" no attempt being made to produce effect b1' explosion at the target.

}.. Case shot (!'iR.. 7).
(1) The first departure f'rCD the
solid type of projectile
came with the advent of case shot. Case shot
can be traced back to the earl,- part of the fifteenth
century; it retained 1ts original form throughout the entire period of its use. It
was intended for use at close quarters when a vo11e7 of small shot
was required.
-8-

".

,!. Shrapnel. (1) The shrapnel projectile
was developed during the latter part of the eighteenth centurY' as a result of the lack
of an effective
projectile
range of case shot.

for

use against

£u.. hole

troops

in the open be70nd the

nUin.; 1101.

Lall..
0 p. I QINAI. S1mAPNE1.
(.odified. )

FIGURE 8.

. Ca.Z8

--

Browe. u

DIA ~~AQK

- Early

shrapnel

~HKI.L

proJeo~lles

(2)
The original
Shrapnel
(~g.
8) was a spherical
common
shell
filled
with
lead.musket
balls
mixed 'wi th the bursting
charge.
W1th the adTent
of r1fled
suns,
the form. of the Shrapnel
projectile
has
changed
but 1 ts character
has remained.
}.i)denl
shrapnel
cases are made
of forged
steel.
The lead balls
are contained
in a matrix
of smokeproduc1ng
compound and are separated
from the base charge
by a steel
diaphr88ID..
They are proTided
with
a time
fuze
designed
to cause the
projectile
to burst
during
flightj
or a combinat1on
time and percussion
fuze
designed
to cause the project1le
to burst
e1 ther
during
flight
or
on impact.
Shrapnel
1s designed
to carry
the balls
to a point
OTer the
heads of troops
and, by the f'unction1J18
of the fuze and base charge,
to

scatter

the balls

with

increased

velocity

OTer a considerable

area.

,!.
Chemical shell.
Chemical shell are a deTelopll8nt of the
World War, resuJ. tins fram the desire to transfer
quanti ties of chemicals
into e~
terri tor-r. Chemical projectiles are filled vi th chemical
canpounds designed to produce casual ties, or with smoke-producing CaD-pos1 t.1ons for use in screenine certain areas f'rc:D Tiev.
No effect
1s produced bY' f'rasmentation,
since the bursting
charge is just su.tf'icient
to
crack

the

projectile

and scatter

the

chemical

filler.

In

firing

chem-

ical shell it is important that the shell burst before entering the
ground, in order that the chemical be spread instead of being concentrated in and near the shell crater.

s.

Incendiary

shell.

Since the earliest

dA7S of cannon,

numerous means have been devised to project incendiary materials against enemy works. Perhaps the first effective incendiatr,- proJectlle

fired ~am cannonwas knownas red-hot shot, developed about 1580. It
consisted,

in sene~,

and 1.mmediatel,- fired.

of a cast-iron

shell

On impact the shell

f11led
broke,

with molten cast iron
f'reeine the still

-10.i
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9. - Grains

Oweia

G'a.A.nf

ot powder

i t-y in ballistics.
The grains burn uniform!,. f'rCD the surface and
the rate of bum1ns varies directl-y with the pressure; the greater
the burning surface, the higher the press\noe; all other things being
equal.
The shape of the grain is a direct factor in detena.ining the
total emount ot burnins surface of a given weight of powder.

13.

FE and BR powders tor cannon.

- a.

~"'e1o~nt.

At the

outbreak ot the World War- -in 1914, the Un1~d States A1'JD.1' and Na"'7 emplo,-ed the same type or straisht
nitrocellulose
powder that has been
described. above. After the experiences in the war, certain weaknesses
in the standard propellent
powder were recognized.
(1) B.Tgroscopicity.
The standard nitrocellulose
type
ot powder it exposed to the atmosphere is subject to change. The
volatile
solvent,
ether-alcohol,
used in the manufacture is not canpletel7
removed, the powder retaining
f'ran 3 to 7.5~, dependiDg upon
the size ot the grain.
In a warm. a'bDosphere this residual
solvent
partially
excapes and the rate of burning of the powder is increased.
On the other band, if the powder is exposed to a humid a'bllosphere, it
absorbs moisture and the rate of burning is decreased.
Thus, ballistic
properties
of the powder are appreciab1.y affected by changes in a'bDospheric conti tions to which the powder may be exposed.

(2)

Flash.

Another

objection
-12-

to the p,ropowder

was the

~

~.,

fact that when fired it produced a large, brilliant
f'lash at the muzzle
of the gun. This proved to be a serious objection
during the World War
owing to the great amount of' n1ght firing
conducted, since the flash
aided the eDelD:3'in locating
positions
of the guns. The need was recognized for a nonvolatile,
no~soop1c,
and fl"ashless powder which
would still
retain the propertY' of' being substantiallY'
smokeless.
Such
a powder has been developed since the World War.

~. J'NH and 1m pOwder. (l)
The J'lm t7P8 of powder has been
obtained b1 addins to the n1 trocellulose
inert or partially
inert
materials
for the purpose of cooling the products of combustion and
reducing the hygroscop1c1 t7 of the powder.
Such a powder IDa7 be flashless in certain weapons but not flashless
in others.
When flashlessness
is not attained,
the powder is designated as NH since flashlesBn8ss
is
dependent IK)t onlJ' upon the canposit1on of the powder, but upon relationship between quantity
of powder used as a charge, the leng'th of the bore
of the gun, and the weight of the proJectile,
etc.
While it might appear
possible to obtain flashlessness
in any weapon b1 merely L"lcreasing the
amount of the flash-reducing
aeent in the powder ccmposi tion, such a procedure IDa7 bo impracticable
either because of increased smoke or reduction in potential
of the powder. While the p~sent
t7P8 of J'IH powder
has less

S~ngth

than

the

cient strength to permit
ballistic
requirements.
in the

its

st~~d~d

pyrocellulose

use in all

powder,

weapons without

(2)
The manUt~cture
of the :rRK powder
same equipnent
and plant
used for manufacture

pJrocellulose

powder.

types of powder differ

HOweverI details
in ~

it

has suffi-

change in

ce.n be carried
out
of the standard

of the processes for the two

respects.
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PROPELLANT co NTADlERS

14. Classification.
According to the .method of assembly for
transportation and for loading into the piece ~ aDDnun1
tion is classified
as "fi:xed" I "sem.1fixed" I or "separate-1oadins
(unfixed).
These classes
of 8mD.1m1
tion

are shown in Figure

10.

a. nDd 8lE:UDition comprises a cartridge
case (which contains the Propellant)
whose base contains the primer.. .(Section V) and
whose forward opening is crimped to the projectile
so that the entire
round is ~~gral
and all compOnents are loaded into the RUD-in~e
s~
operation.
.0

,...,

b. Semi-fixed 8JmD.uni
tion differs
:from fixed 8DmUDition in
that, while the proJectile
and cartridge
case are issued assembled.
and are loaded into the gun as a unit,
the cartridge
case is not J)erDla~!n~ly attached to the --projectile.
but may be remaved :f'raD. it at the
firing
:point for the 1nn"J)OBeof Var.v1M the amount of the 'Pro::pe;ll1M
-13-

b88S, and, after the breechblock
The base charge of t.he cartridge
contain the 19ni ter pad.

has been closed, to insert t.he primer.
b88s or the tying straps of the charge

15. Cartridge cases. -.!.
~.
Where fixed or semi-fixed 8DDnUni tion is used, a drawn br~ss cartrid8e case is supplied.
This case has
a profile and size to conform. to the powder ch~~r of the cannon for
which the case is intended. The head of the case is relativelJ'
thick
and is provided with a flanse for the purpose of mechanical e.rtracting
and for seating the round in the gun.
b. JUnction.
In the center of the head is the primer seat,
a circular-hole
into which the primsr is seated by pressing to make a
gas-tight
joint.
The wall or bod;y of the case is relativel,J
thin and
of an outside diameter throughout its length just slightly
less than the
diameter of the powder chamber of the CaIUlOn. The primary :runction of
T.he cartridge
case is to hold the propelline
charge J the primer and proJectile,
perm.!ttine the round to be loaded into the sun in one operation.
Its secondary :runction is to block the pressure of the gas generated by the b\U"niIJ8 propellent
charge.
When the gun is fired,
the case
expands and the thin valls of the case fit themselves tight1.r &BaLJ1st
the surface of' the loading chamber, thereby preventiDg the escape of
the gas to the rear.
This :runction of preventiDg the escape of propelliDg gas is known as "obturation".
The action of' the side valls &."id
base of' the mtal
cartridge
case provides the mans of accaapliBhins
this function.
The metal of the cartridge caseJ however, is springr
enough so that, when the gas pressure is released,
the cartridge
case
vill
contract,
and cali "be extracted fr<D the piece without dif'f'icul ty .
16. Cartridge bags f'or separate-loading
BDB.unition. -,!.
Cartridge bees are used with separate-loading
ammun1
tion.
TheY' f'orm a
sui table and convenient ~ans of' con+~in.1ng the propelling
Charse. Two
claaees of' cloth are used in the man11f'acture of' cartriaee
b88's: "Cartridge bee cloth" and "cartriaee
igniter
cloth".

~. Cartr1aee bee cloth 1s made of pure s1lk, vool, or mohair, but raw silk has been found to be the most practicable
material.
Th1s cloth is used in the manufacture of all components of the bag, except those C<Dpo~nts containing
the black igni tins powder. It is
necesBar7 that the cartridge
bag cloth have sufficient
strength to
wi thstand service condi t1ons of ho.ndlingj at the same time it must be
cons~d entirelJ'
durins cClll.bustion of the propelliDS
charge, as
smoldering parts ot it might cause the ignition
of the next charge
before the breech is closed, probabr,. resulting
in injury to members of
the gun squad.

'_:J.

erate--

~

-u-

..2. Cartr1dge-isn1ter
cloth is ~de of' pure s1ik, with properties similar to those of' cartridge
bag cloth, but is more clos8l7 woven
to prevent the black isn1 tion powder f'raa sif'tine
through.
All 18111
ter
contaiMrs used with oartridee
bass are manufactured from cartridge-igniter cloth.
In order to ~void ~
~08sibility
of' error and to indicate
clearq that the7 contain black powder, all igniter
pads are now dyed

-15-

--.

red.
In the older types that are not dyed red,
in black, rlt.h the word "igniter".

SE~ON

the pads are stenciled,

V

PRIMlmS

17.

- ~.

General.

Primers for propelling

charges are used to ig-

n1 te the propelling
charge o:f smokeless powder. The primer is loaded
wi th a charge o:f black powder which, in ammunition :for small calibers,
is suf:ficient
to ignite the propelling
charge.
In the larger calibers
additional
ignition
powder is required.
With :fixed and semi-:fixed ammun1tion,
the primer is :fOrced into the base o:f the cartridge
case before loading the propelling
charge.
Wi th bag-loaded (separate loading)
charges the primer is inserted in the :firing mechanism in the breech of
the cannon. Primers :for separate loading ammunition are o:f the obturating type in that the body o:f the primer is thin so that when the
primer charge explodes the primer will be expanded and pressed tightly
against the sur:face o:f the primer cavity,
thus preventing
the escape of
propelling
charge gases to the rear.
The general classi:fication
of
primers is based on the method o:f firing
Qr initiating
the ignition,
as follows:
Percussion; Friction;
Electric;
Combination percussionelectric;
Ign1 tine.
The detailed
description
and fUnctioning
of these
t7P8S are given in the section pertaining
to primers, but :figure 11 and
the :foll~
descriptions
will indicate
the general characteristics
o:f
the various types.
b.

The percussion
in the breech
eral fitted
vi th this type.
sizes for particular
calibers
especiall,to the weight of
49-grain primer contains an
der.
The pr1m&r known as a
special size.

the firing-pin

primer is fired b7 means of a blow from
mechanism.. Cartriaee cases are in genPercussion primers are made in several
of 8DDD.uri1
tion, the size referring
more
the black powder charge; for emmple, a
igniting
charge of 49 grains of black powsaluting primer is a percussion primer of

~. The friction primer, used only in seacoast cannon, is
tired by the heat generated by pulling
the serrated plug attached to
the wire through the friction
camposi tiop.
~. The electric
primer is likewise used only in seacoast
c8Jmon. The primer canposi tion is ignited by a wire heated by an
electric
current.
In outward appearance the friction
and electric
primers are s1m1lar except that the wire of' the electric
primer is
covered with black insulating
material.
ei ther

~. The combination percussion-electric
primer
electr1call7
or b7 the blow o~ a ~1r1ng pin.

t.

The igni tins

primer

is used with
-16-

subcal1ber

may be ~ired
aDDnunl
tlon.

1

It has no in! tiatil18' primer cap but 1s provided instead with a hole in a
d~
percussion cap which allows the igni til18' flame from the service
primer to fire the black powder charge in the igni tine primer.
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18.

red

Early fuzes.

A fuze is _re1,- a device to function
the
projectile
at the time or place desired.
Proper functioning
of projectiles depends upon accurate and efficient
fuzes.
It m87 be said that
fuzes, from the start,
have had more influence
on the effectiveness
of
artiller,than ~
other one item.
Earl7 explosive
shell and shrapnel,
more often than not,_..W8re wholly ineffective
because of uncertain
fuzes.
Earll fuzes not only were inaccurate~and uncertain of action,. but also
-,!.

-17-

were dangerous to use. Many accidents resul T:ed frail prematures caused
by defective
fuzes.
Even with the most modern fuzes in use today a certain percentage of duds may be expected, and safety devices are not infallible.
b. The first
fUzes used were short iron or copper tubes filled
with slow-burning
composition and screwed into the fUze hole of the shell.
The slow-burning
composition was ignited by the flash of discharge and,
when consumed, transm1 tted the flame to the bursting
charge of the shell.
There was, at first,
no means of regulating
the ttme of burning.
Later,
about the end of the seventeenth century, the fuze case was made of wood,
so that by boring a hole through the outer casing into the composition,
the fUze could be made to burn approximately
for a given ttme before exploding the shell;
or the fuze could be cut to the correct length for the
same purpose.
~. Early attempts to produce percussion fuzes were unsuLcessful, but the discove~ ot fulminate ot mercury in 1799 finally
afforded
the means of attaining this object.
Same50 years elapsed however, befor a satistacto~
fuze was made. This was the Pettman fuze, in which
a roughened ball covered with a detonating composition was released by
the discharge of the piece. When the shell struck any object, the ball
was thrown against the interior walls of the fuze, thereby exploding the
composition and, conseq~ently, the bursting"charge of the shell.
19. World War types (Fig. 12). -.!:.
Much ingenuity
and labor have
been expended in the effort
to produce safe and accurate fUzes ~or all
purposes.
World War types o~ fUzes were satis~actory,
in general, ~or
their purpose o~ detonating or exploding the bursting
charge at the time
and under the circumstances desiredj however, safety devices were not
suf~iciently
re~1ned to insure complete safety against premature action
in transportation
and loading, and during travel through the bore o~ the
piece.

~. Another serious disadvantage of World War types of detonating :fuzes was the fact that they could not be set at will for superquick, quick, or delay action.
This necessitated carrying a supply of
all three types in the field.
c.

~

The double-banked
shrapnel

during

t~

of
World

combination

and percussion

20. Post World War types.
Most of the disadvantages
above have been overcame in the recently
developed f'uzes.
explained in detail
in the section pertaining
to f'uzes.

enumerated
These are

has been same improvement

in

the
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however,

there
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the

satisfactory,

fuze

later

t~s.
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SE~ION VII
ADAPrERSANDBOOgrERS

21. -~.

General.

Sametypes of projectiles

have a buShing

screwed into the nose, known as the "adapter",
to afford a recess tapped
to receive the fuze.
Attached to the adapter is the "booster casing",
which contains the "booster".
Since the small detonator contained in
the .fuze is nOt powerful enough to insure complete detonation of the
shell filler,
it is necessary to have a slightly
larger quantity of hiBb
e%plosive, more sensitive
than the shell filler,
to augment the detonating wave and transmit it throughout the filler.
This intennediary
e%plosive is the booster.
(See figure l3J The inclination
in the very
latest
types is to use a booster that is assembled directly
to the pro-

'\

Sf

HTlALS ~ LOADEA

NTIALS ~ WR.

/

LOT...,BER ~
LO4O£D
~TfR

1.
2.
3.
4.

~. SheIL
6. Adapter.
7. Adapterplq.

Booster charge (tet~l).
Booater caa1Dc.
Fun socket.
Felt wuhers.

FIGURE13.

-

A 8I»STfR

- Adapter

and booster, Mk. III.
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jectile,
without the use of an adapter, the fuze, being screwed into the
booster.
Adapter boosters, boosters,
or booster elements are used in
all high explosive and chemical shell for ~l guns and howitzers.
However, the term ~booster" when applied to cheDdcal shell 1s converted to
"burster",
as the function of this component in the chemical shell is
to break up the shell and disperse the cheDdcal filler.
The burster
charee is therefore
greater than in the high explosive shell booster.
The following
methods are used to seal the chemical filler
in chemical
shell:
provide the projectile
and the adapter-booster
or adapter with
pipe threadsj
force the burster into the adapter to .form a gas tight
seal (in same of the older tJPe projectiles
that have been modified) j
or force the burster into the DOse of the projectile
itself
(used in
the later types of 105 and l55-mm. chemical projectiles).

-20-
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SE~ON

Primers

I

GENmAL

1.

"primer "

General discussion.

From the ammunition viewpoint,

the word

covers a large number of items of different
uses and characteristics.
All of these items have one thing in common: that is, they
are used to initiate
same action.
The primers used to initiate
the action of the propelling
charge in artillery
weapons are commonly referred
to as "camlOn primers".
The cannon primers are composed of a metal
body, a small pellet of a very sensi ti ve composition to actually
ini tiate the action, and a charge of black powder to amplify this action.
The size of the primer, type, and model number of primer is usually
included in the nomenclature.
An example is the primer, percussion,
21grain, Mk. IIA.
Primers f~r assembly in fixed,
semi-fixed,
and blank
8DBnuni
tion are essentially
manufacturing
components and are not issued
to the field,
but those used with separate loading ammunition are issued
separately, and loaded as a separate component at the time of' firing
the
gun. See OFSB3-2.

the
SECTION II
PERcuss I 0If PRIMERS

2. Primer. l)ercussion.
2O-grain. Mk. rIAl.
-,!.
Description.
This primer is obsolete.
It was used in ammunition for the 37-mm. gun,
Ml916 until replaced by the M23. One of the reasons for discontinuing
the use of this primer was the fact that obturation
was sometimes destroyed by piercing the percussion element with the firing
pin.
Recent
redesign of primers for fixed,
semi-fixed,
and blank ammunition was to
prevent this malfUnction.
In the new design, a firing
plug of soft
metal eliminates direct contact of the firing
pin with the primer cup
as is the case in this model.
See figure 1.

~. Ac!:ion. Sameas paragraph 5b.
3. Primer. :percussi-on.20-gr~lnJ ~3. -.!'
primer is modified

to the M23A1.

General. The M23

The change being in the assembly of
-21-

CARDBOARD DISC

BLACK POWDER
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VENT HOLE
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PRIMER CUP

-

PAPER DISC

MK II A1
20-GRAIN
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1

PRIMER

COMPOSITIONi

the firing

plUS (4) which was necess8r7 because of frequent blow-backs.
See figure 2(a).
The older model ~
be still
found in 37-mm. shell that
were assembled before the modification.

4.

. Primer,

:percussion,

2O-grain,

M23Al.

GeMral.

This primer

be
Ie
t}:

is

the standard f'or aBsembl.,. in 31-an. SDmunition of all t~s,
and in salutins
ammunition for the 3" field gun. The illustration
shows the firins plug (4) that is designed to receive the blow of' the firing
pin.
The
plug, being.made of soft metal, does not penetrate the primer cup (5).
Another function of the plug is to transm.i t the force of the blow to the
primer cup over the apex or the anvil even if the primer is not in direct
line wi th the firing
pin.
The old model, ~3, must depend upon a firm
seat of the plug against the shoulders of the sleeve (3) to prevent~escape of gas. The lof23A1has eliminated
the sleeve, primer cup (8), and
reduced the length of the other sleeve.
This causes the escaping gas to
act a.gainst end expand the sleeve (,) at the forward end to more ef'fectively
seal the entire a8sembl7. See figure 2 (b).

he

t1
tc
be
gr
81
b1.:
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,
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5. Primer. percussion. 21-grain.
Mk. IIA. -,!.
~scription.
ThiS!
is the pr1mer used in all field guns usiD8 separate loadiD8 8Sl.uni tion.
The small charge of black powder contained in this primer is strong enoush as the propelliD8
charges haTe an igni tiD8 pad attached which
serves to canpletel,y 19n1te the propellant.
The :f'unction1ng of all percussion pr1mers is essentiall,the s~.
. "'rhis OM is explained in detail
below, but the explanation JD8.7be applied to all,
consideration
beiD8
giTen to the small differences
in design and assembly.
See figure ,.

:

U£

,NmALS ~ LOADER
I

~

a.gr~~R

I

.4

5

6

OPLOADINe

FIGURE3. - 21-grain percussion primer, Mk. II-A.
1. ~.soa
Np.
2. Perea.loa toMpG8IUoa.
3. ~ril
4. Wax.

v}:
vi

5. aellae.
GoCue.
7. Blaet po.del'.

b. Action. Whenthe tiring pin strikes the percussion cup (1),
it indents the cup and crushes the percussion canposition (2) against the
anvil ('), causing this camposition to explode. The tlame tram the explosion o~ the percussion composition passes through a hole and ignites
the powder charge (7) vhich, in turn, 1sn1tee the igniter of the propelling charge. The percussion composition (2) is sensitive and care must
-24-
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be obtained in some rounds with a primer of the same length but with
. reduced charge.
The reduced charge is held in the end of the primer
tube adjacent to the primer head by means of a cardboard cup. The empty portion of the tube is lined on the inside with a paper liner.
The
paper liner serves a dual purposej first,
to prevent the grains of propellent powder fram. entering the upper end of the primer tube j it also
serves to support the black powder charge retaining
cup. This primer,
similar
to all the other late models for fixed and semi-fixed
ammunition,
except the M23A1, employs the same head assembly to which is screwed a
brass tubing body, closed at the outer end by a threaded brass plug.
See figure 5.
b. Action.
The firing
pin of the gun strikes
the firing
plug
with sufficient
force to drive it forward and deform the primer cup.
The percussion element charge is crushed against the anvil and explodes.
The flame frail this explosion passes forward and igni tee the black powder Charge. As the forward end of the body is fitted
with a closing
plug, the flame £'rom the black powder charge flashes through the vents.
Distribution
of the flame in this manner results
in uniform ignition
of
the propelling

charge.

~ . Marking. The initials
of loader, lot number, ,ear of loadins, and model number are stamped on the head.

8.

Primer. percussion.

lOO:~~~

Ml.

-,!.

Descri:ption.

This

:primer was adopted to supersede the 11O-grain percussion primer for use
in 3" AA amnun1tion, and the 49-grain percussion primer, Mk. I, for 75mm. ammunition.
The head is stm1lar to that of the 2O-grain, M23, in
construction.
This was modified to the M1A1 bY' changing the head
assemblY'. The difference
between the M1 and the MlBl is in the design
of the brass tube.
The first
is a drawn brass case that is open at one
end, the other end slotted
to reoeive a screwdriver.
The latter
is of
brass tub Lng and closed on one end bY' a plug which is rolled
crimped in
place after being screwed in, and slotted to receive a screwdriver.
Some manufacturers are pioepared to make OM t1p8 of tube, while others
are prepared for the other.
The method of manufacture of the tube does
not affect the :runctioriing of the primer.
The MlBl with the modified
head becomes the M1BlAl.
Cartridge cases for service ammunition for the
2.95", 75-mm.., lO5-mm. how., 3" AA guns, and blank ammun1
tion for the
3" l5-Pdr.,
and lO5-mm.. how., will take either primer.
Larger primers
are now used in service ammunition for the anti-aircraft
guns, and the
3" l5-Pdr.

See figure

b.
o.
6(b).

9.

10.
ure 6(0).

Action.
Marking.

Primer.

6(a).

Sameas paragraph 7b.
Same as paragraph 10.

-percussion.

loa-grain

MlAl.

E!:1mer. -pe~ousBlon. lOO-grain MlBl.

See paragraph
See paragraph

8, and figure

B, and. fig-
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B
~1mer. 'percussion. lOO-grain. M1BlAl.

11.
ure 6(d).

128. Primer. -percussion. !lO:grai~.
-.!.
is no longer standard for manufacture but will
sembled

in

aJmII.un1
tion

3" AA cartridge

same

for

oases.

It

See paragraph 8, tig-

Description.
This primer
be found in service as-

has never

been assembled

in

the lO5-mm.. AA gun.

Being of smaller diameter than the
laO-grain M1 primer, it will not fit cartridge
cases drilled for the latter.
The 11O-grain primer is shown in the illustration
with names of its
principal
parts.
The body (8) is made from cartridge
brass and contains
a charge (4) of compressed black powder. The flash holes or vents (1)
are drilled
through the body and the powder charge after the latter
has
been pressed in.
This results
in considerable
loss of powder, approximately 99 grains remaining in the finished primer.
The charge is protected from moisture b1 a tin-foil
wrapper (6) which covers the Tents.
The end closing wad (5) is crimped in place and shellacked.
See figure
1.

FIGURE

7. - Primer,

percussion,

1. Primer enD.

6. Tln.foll "Tapper.

2. PercuB8lon charge.

3. An\;I.

4. Charge (colllpree8M

11O-grain.

5. CIO8lnc ,,'ad.
I

blaek powder).

T. Venti.
8. Body.

b.
Action.
As the 11O-grain percussion primer is not fitted
with a firing
'plue-;-the primer cup (1) is indented by a direct blow from
the firing
pin of the gun. The percussion element charge (2) is crushed
against the anvil (3) and explodes.
The flame from this explosion passes
forward and ignites
the black powder charge (4) which in turn flashes
through the vents (7) and the forward end of the primer, igniting
the
propelling
charge in the cartridge
case. The percussion element charge
is sensitive
and care must be exercised to protect it from shock at all
times.
A blow on the primer from a sharp object,
simulating
that of a
firing
pin, could explode a round of this smmunition with fatal consequences.

13. E!:1mer.1)ercuBsi~n.150;~~n. ~!.

-~.

Description. Recent-

ly adopted super-charges of propellent
powder for use wi t.h Salle rounds
of high explosive shell in 75-mm. field guns require a primer of higher

-30-
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cent-

-b.

Action.

c.

MarkiDR

Same as paraeraph
.

7b.

Sameas paragraph 1c .

SEcmOBIII
FRIm'ION

FIGURE 8.
1. -7.
2. Wire.
.. Datto..

10. ~..

block

b.
Action.
of the gun~

is

- Friction

PRIMERS

primer,

Ml914.

12. Olaek-pow*r IJOIleta.
11. ~
blan powder.
1.. Ou .-ck.

cap.

18. ~

eO8PO8itIaG.

The assembled primer
is insertQd
in the
held in place by the slide.
The firing

breechleaf

engagesthe button ('), which is threaded and riveted to the Wire (2).
Whenthe lanyard, which.is attached to the'" firing leaf, is pulled, the
-31-
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wtre (2)

draws the gas check' (16), which is ~itted with serrations
or
saw teeth, through the friction
composition (19), causing it to explode.
The ~1ame from the explosion o~ this friction
composition ignites
the
black powder charge in the primer, consisting
o~ the black powder pellets (12) and the loose black powder (13).
The mouth o~ the primer is
closed by a thin brass cup (10), to seal the primer against the entrance
o~ moisture.
The primer is a close ~i t in its seat in the spindle o~
the breechblock and the walls o~ the primer bo~ (1) are made thin so
that they are expanded by the gas pressure against the primer seat, thus
obturating
the gas at this point.
After the gas check (16) is pulled
through the friction
camposi tion (19), it seats i tsel~ in the cone shaped
recess in the primer bo~, thus preventing the escape o~ the powder gases
through the primer.
A pull o~ from 35 to 15 pounds is required to ~ire
this pr~r.
The lanyard should be pulled from a position
as near the
rear o~ the gun as possible.
A strong, stea~ pull fram one man, with as
short a l~
as practicable,
should be used. Where a long laQyard is
used, the slack causes the ~orce to be applied slowly, increasing
the
chances ~or a mis~ire.
I~ a primer can not be ~ired by one man, it
should be rejected and another used. Two men pulling
on a l~
~
injure the ~iring mechanism. When a primer is pulled and ~ails to ~ire,
i t should be removed from the gun and the wire should iDUDediatel,. be
bent around the primer through an angle o~ about 1800 to prevent i ts being used again.
Instructions
to the above e~~ect are printed on the
labels o~ the packing cans in which the primers are packed and the,. must
be ~ollowed i~ the bes~ results
are desired.
When the primer ~ails to
~ire it will be seen that the gas check (16), being then seated in its
recess in the rear o~ the cavi t,. in the primer bo~, the wire (2) will be
free to move ~orward to its original
position
without moving the gas
check (16) with it; there is some danger o~ ~ir1ng the primer b,. reverse
movement o~ the wire.

£. Marking. No distinguishing marks are machined on this
primer bod,T, as is the case with the electric primer. The base of the
head is stamped as follows:

!.

(1)

In1 tials

(2)

IDt number of the loaded primer.

(3)

Year of loading.

ShiJlnent.

or symbol of loading plant.

These primers
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are shipped packed in waterproof

metal packing cans, containing 20 primers to 'the can which in turn are
packed in wooden packi118 boxes, 25 cans (500 primersi to 'the box. Primers are affected b,. moisture, and care should be taken 'that 'the,. are
kept dry af'ter 'the can has been opened.
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cate brid8e, or contact wire.
Due to the method of assembly, this
bridge wire could easily be broken during the assembly of the primer,
and undoubtedly breakage occurred in some cases during subsequent trans-

9. - :Ilectrlc

primer.
10.~n.

eup.

e. 1_I.tor.

Quoeott

1:1. BJ..k.pow_r pellet..
13. rbias powder.
15. Paper IDft'atkIL
14.

FIGUBE
1. -,.
2. Wire.
3. Button.
f. Contadpia..
G.Plq laoulator.

20. Paper _abu.

s. CODt8d "MY-.

portation.
The M30 emplo1'8 a unit bridge wire assemblY' which can be
assembled completelY', prior to insertipn
in the primer body, and difficul tY' due to breaeee during assemblY' should be eliminated,
at least to
a ver,. large extent, bY' this provision.
In the older primer which
functioned
satisfactoril'1',
subsequent difficultY'
was often encountered
in removing the primer tram the breechblock.
This difficultY'
is believed to have been partlY' attributable
to two causes: . First,
the primer body expanded and wedged itself
into the spindle plug, this expansion
beine due to the pressure of the propelling
charge gases against the
conical contact plug inside the primer.
Second, the deposit of slag between the primer body and Bpindle plug occurring when obturation
waB
faul tY'. It is believed that the new electric
primer eliminates
the
first
mentioned cause for the difficultY'
bY' changing the conical contact
plug to a c7lindrical
t~
contact plug.
Investigations
of the second
cause far the difficultY'
indicate
that the spindle plug in the breechblocks JDa'1'haTe variations
which contribute
to faultY' obturation.
An
electric
primer testing
set known as the Primer Tester, Ml, has been
designed and, after thorough tests b7 the using service, has been issued
to all extablishments
using electric
primers.
This primer tester,
by
means of a Wheatstone bridge circuit,
will detect short circuits,
open
circui ts, or high resistance
in the primer prior to the attempted use of
the primer is firing
a round of 8JmD.un1
tion.
This primer tester,
replac1Dg make-shift methods sometimes used b7 the using service due to
the lack of specially
designed equipuent,
should result
in a ver,. great
reduction
in the number of misfires
in experiments.

b.
c.

Marking.

ShillD8nt.

Same as 160.

Sameas 16d.
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modern use ot biah explosives a :further change was required
a detonatins element and producing a delay teature.

.3. .!m.!.

-,!.

tion in the projectile
are now in use:

Fuzes are grouped according
and action of' f'unctioning.

in prO'Yiding

.

to the assembled posiThe f'olloving
t7p8S

Assembled in

Assembled in
.Point

Base
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

Time

-

Powder

Time

*

C<Db
- 1na t 1on&, Impact

chan 1 cal

.
.

:
Im:pact

Impact
Superquick,
canb1nat1on
delay,

or

supersensitive,
superqu1ck-short
delay

OnI,.

Bon-delay

Short delay-

(l1.m.1 ted

use).

b. "Superquick" f'u.zes are designed to burst the shell prcaptl1
on impact-and before it has penetrated.
Ver,. little
crater effect will
be ootained f'ran this t7p8.
It is used where the target to be demolished
is above the ground) such as wire and personnel.

c. "Supersensitive" fuzes are designed to burst the shell
pr<D.ptl7 on impact against a light target, such as an airplane wing.

d.
impact.

"Delay"

fuzes

are

~e,. are used where it

so asainst personnel.
that a ricochet
action

to burst the shell Bllortl7 after
is desired to obtain penetration
and al-

designed

When used against
is obtained.

persormel

the roW1d is fired

so

e. "Time" fuzes are designed to burst the projectile
at SaM
predetermIned time after the projectile
leaves the c8lU1on. They are
used against persoJmel, aircraft
and in b&rra.ges.
f.
"Canbination" f'uz8S combine two or more of the features
such as "time and superquick".
4. :Fuze design in general. -,!.
~ing
the World War the application
of science and engineering to the art of warfare reached such
proportions
that the S7s~
employed in fuzing our projectiles
proved
entire17 inadequate to meet the require~nte
imposed on aumuni tion canponents.
The histor,. of fuze developnent shows a more or less regular
progress, but much progress seems to have been made at the time the
problems and new situation
demanded improvements in :runctionins
of the
fuze.
The development of fuzes has, since the World War, resolved itself into a problem requiring
extensive stUd7 in order that our ' .
program be complete.
b. Ammuni
tion is of no value unless the projectile
can be to function at the time and place desired; hence a fuze must function
-38-
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changes in design recommended as may be found desirable
f'rom the manufacturing
standpoint.
The fourth step consists of design tests and service tests.
The design tests are conducted at the exper1men~
arsenal
and the proving s:ro\Uld. The service tests are conducted by the using
service.
The fifth
and final
stage in the development of a design is
i ts standardization
by the Secretary of War.

'~

~

6. Safety.
All types of fuzes now in use are arranged with safety
devices which tend to prevent functioning
until
after the fuze has been
subjected to the forces in the cannon for which it was designed.
In
addi tion, the later types of fuzes have been designed to be detonator
(bore) safe.
A bore safe fuze is one in which all detonating elements

are separated, by some form of interrupter,

from the booster charge

until
the projectile
has cleared the muzzle of the gun. This prevents
preJDB.
ture action of the she 11 charge in the bore of the gun t due to
malfunction1:ng of the more senei tive elements of the fuze.
SE~ION II
m.-roNATING FUZES, BASE AND POINT

7.

Base detonating fuze. M38 (Fig.. 1).

-,!.

General.

This is a

non-delay fuze vi th "nO means provided for partial
or full bore safety
(the detonating elements are not separated from. the booster).
This fuze
was designed, primarily,
to replace the old Mark IV base detonating
fuze.
When fired,
using a propelling
charge which resulted
in chamber
pressures greater than 18,500 pounds per square inch, the Mk. IV fuze
frequently
prematured.
The weight of the M38 fuze is approximately
0 .125 pounds

;~,
;«-

~. Function.
(1) Action u])on f!ring.
The plunger through its:
inertia
or setback forces the resistance
ring over the shoulder on the
firing
pin down to the groove at the lower end of the firing
pin.
The
dimensions of the resistance
ring and the groove in 'the plunger are such
that it causes locking of 'the plunger to 'the firing
pin.
The spring prevente forward movement of 'the integral
assembly of 'the plunger and firi~
pin while in flight.
.
(2) A~tion at target.
Upon impact the projectile
is retarded and the integral
assembly of the plunger and the firing
pin moves
forward f'unctioning
the detonator assembly which causes detonation of
the tetryl
booster pellet.
This in turn fUnctions the bursting
charge .
in the projectile.
(3) Safety.
The resistance
ring in conjunction
with the
plunger prevents the firing
pin from functioning
the detonator assembly
until after it has been fired from the weapon.

-40-
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and major caliber types, the only differenc-er being in the size of the
head. For l4-1nch hisb explosive shell the medium caliber
type is used.
Same armor-piercing
projectiles
may have major caliber base detonating
fuzes, ?fic. V temporarily
assigned to them.
jectile
is
is in the
percussion
pin (2) is

~. Function.
(1) Action upon firing
(Fig. 2).
When the profired,
no action takes place in the fuze while the projectile
gun. After the projectile
has left the muzzle of the gun the
plunger (1) is armed by centrifUgal
force, in that the firing
thus unlocked and revolved to the armed position.

(2) Action at target.
On impact the percussion plunger 14
driven forward, overcoming the resistance
of the restraining
spring (3).
The firing
pin (2) strikes
and explodes the percussion primer (4), which
causes explosion of the detonator (5) consisting
of about 12 grains of
fulminate
composition.
This in turn detonates the booster char88 (6),
!
consisting
of approximatel,.
116 grains of TNT and tetr'1'l.
This in turn
detonates the explosive char88 in the projectile.
I

'I

,'.,:.\1

]
FIGURE
2.

- Base detonating

1. ~uton
plunpr.
2. PIrtal pin.
a. a.tra1Dtar IPrtaI.

fuze,

Mk. V (medium caliber).
.. Perea-Ion primer.
5. Detoaator.
GoBoo8ter cbarp.

(3) Safety.
The boresafe device consists of an "interrupter",
which prevents any action of the primer (4) or detonator (5)
from being transmitted
to the booster charge (6) until
the projectile
has left the muzzle of the gun. The percussion plunger (1) e.rms at about 2,000 revolutions
per minute.
This f'uze weighs appro:rtmately
3.27 pounds.

~. Marking. The exterior of this fuze is painted with
black acid proof paint to prevent corrosion of the steel parts of the
fuze and to prevent chemical action between the steel of the fuze and
the explosive charge in the projectile.
The head is stamped for iden-42-
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£. Harking.
The steel parts ot this fuze are zinc plated as
rust preventive.
That part ot the fuze which ma7 come in contact vi th
the explosIve charge ot the projectile
is painted vi th black acid proof
paint to prevent chemical action between the metal ot the fuze and the
explosive in the projectile.
The base ot the fuze b0d7 is stamped tor
identification
as tollows:

8E
CC
~
C}:

1

BASE ~NATING

P't1LE, MK. X (name and mark n\DD.berof

:ruze).

de

(2)

In1 t1als or symbol of manufacturer of the metal ~,

mc
0'9

C,)

Amount of delay

(4)

IDt number of' loaded f'uze.

or
vi
th

C,)

Ini tia1s

(6)

!both and year ot loadins.

(in

seconds).
.,.'

or symbol o~ loading

plant.

,g. Pa~king.
These fuzes are nol'lDall.T shipped assembled in
the loaded projectiles.
When shipments of these fuzes are made to replace obsolete types of fuzes, the7 m87 be shipped in 1ndivid~,
bermeticall.T sealed, metal or fiber containers,
packed 20 to a wooden
packing box.

~

12. Poin!: de~!!!;t1ng ~;;e. )fj6 (J'1g. 4). --.!.
geM~.
~i8'
is a superquick: point detonatiJ18 1"uze, designed for use on the high explosive shell, M54 for 31-mm. guns. This 1"uze is commonly referred
to
as "supersensiti'Ye",
since it will detonate on impact against a double
thickness of airplane
fabric.
This 1"uze differs
tram other point detonatiJ18 1"uzes in that it does not make use of a separate booster.
The
booster is made a part of the fuze, the booster explosi'Ye be ins contained in the lover boq.
Another feature of this fuze is the continuous train of explosi'Ye material
from the primer to the booster, known
as the lead.

~. Safety features. The firing pin 1s held away from the
per detonator by the shoulder of the firing pin restine in grooves cut
the two half' blocks, which are held tosether b,. a fiat spring wound ai t passes through

.

acceleration

unarmed

'the

in

held

and the f'orce o:t linear
is

interrupter,

sprine

or

slider,

The

them.

round

by means of' a resistance

81

the bore of the gun.

2.. ~ct1on.
(1) Act1on upon f1r1ns.
Upon f1rins,
allot
the safet.r features remain in the unarmed pos1 tion, due to linear accel.
eration,
until
after the projectile
leayes the muzzle of the weapon.
Upon leaY1na the muzzle of the gun, centrifugal
force separates the two
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Description.
(1) Ma.1or parts-.
The fuze consiste of a
head which carries the superquick element; a body which carries the dela,. element, setting device, and threads for assembling the fuze to the
booster; a flash tube which forms a channel for the superquick detonation
and holds the head in its proper position;
an aluminum. ogive which continues the contour of the projectile
ogive; and a delay"plunger
a8semb11.

As issued b1' the Ordnance Department this
fUze is set" for superquick action.
It is readi1'1' set for either superquick or delay action b1' a setting sleeve, which for superquick action
permits the interrupter
to move to its armed position,
or; which for delay action, retains
the interrupter
in its unarmed position
during flight.
The setting sleeve is a c1'lindrical
piece of aluminum w1th a slotted head
and a central hole slightl1'
larger than the diameter of the spring.
The
cylindrical
piece contains a wide slot into which is fitted
the spring
and cup. Both the superquick and dela1' elements function on impact, but
wi th a superquick setting the faster action operates before the delay
action,
whereas, with a delay setting the superquick action is stopped at
the interrupter.
When superquick action is desired,
the setting
sleeve
is turned so that the screwdriver
slot is in line with S.Q. stamped on
the ogive (slot parallel
with axis of fuze).
When the slot 1s in this
post tion, the setting
sleeve is turned so that o~
the spring cup is
in con"tact with the interrupter,
thus permitting
centrifugal
force to
move the interrupter
and spring cup outward against the action of the
interuupter
spring.
For delay action the screwdriver
slot in the setting
sleeve is turned so as to be in line with the word DELAY stamped on the
ogive (slot transverse to axis of fuze).
In this position
one of the
legs at either side of the slotted portion of the setting
sleeve overlaps the eccentrical1'1'
located interrupter.
The interrupter
is thus retained in its unarmed or safe position
during flight.
A tension spring
1s placed between a shoulder of the setting sleeve and its retainer
to
prevent a change in the setting during firing
or flight.
(2)

~tting.
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(3) Su-perquick elemen~. Three major parts within the
head comprise the superquick percussion mechanism of the fuze.
A
cavi ty in the forward end contains a f"iring pin, shaped 11ke a largeheaded tack, and a gilding-metal
cup which acts as a support f"or the
firing
pin.
In a cavity below the point of the f"ir1ng pin is the detonator assembly.
A washer holds the firing
pin in place and a tin foil
closing disc seals the open end of the cavity to exclude foreign matter.
(4) Delay element.
The delay element is contained in the
rear of the fuze body. A plunger support and plunger restraining
spring
prevent the plunger body, which carries the dela,. element, from contacting
the
transportation

plunger
and

head,
firing.

which
carries
the
Two centrifugal

delay
pins

firing
pin,
and springs

r
t.
f.
0:
t:
ti
1
p:
p
8:
p
rp

I

during
are placed

in the body, below the plunger support, in order to l1mi t the possible
movement of the plunger body until
after the projectile
has cleared the
muzzle of the weapon. The dela,. explosive train consists of a primer
which is actuated b,. thft delay firing
pin, a del~ pellet vh1ch is adjustedcombustion
so as to ofburn
.O5-eecond,
and aa detonation.
relay pellet which transforms
the
the for
delay
pellet
into

I
c.

~c:

f;
:c'
,
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support is so
back but will
pin at a safe

Safety features.
(1
Firing-pin
support.
The firing-pin
desisned that it will not collapse under the force of setcollapse under the force of impact and supports the firing
distance from the detonator assembly.

~I 1,--

de-

lead
The
-y

.

Jut

(2) Interru::pter.
The interrupter,
while in the unarmed
poe1t1on closes the pass8B8 leading to the booster, preventing
superqu1ck
action 1n the event the superqu1ck detonator f'unctions prematurely.
(3) Centri:rugal "pins and "plunger su"PPQrt. The centrifugal
pins in conjunction with the plunger support prevent the delay f"iring pin
from contacting the delq primer until
a.fter the projectile
has cleared
the muzzle of" the weapon.
(4) Plunger restraining
spring.
The plunger restraining
spring prevents the delay firing
pin :from contacting
the delay primer
as a result of creep force during f~sht.

Mat
I '8

-"',lng
le

'e,; '17
"'.'Q
to

":.he
.ng

~. Superquick action (Fig. 7). When set f'or superquick action,
the interrupter
is peIDi tted to move outward as soon as it may overcame
the f'riction
due to acceleration,
(the component of' the setback f'orce resulting f'rom the inclined
axis) and the f'orce of' the interrupter
spring.
This occurs after the projectile
has emerged f'ram the muzzle.
On impact,
earth, water, or sand ruptures the closing disc and f'orces the f'irins
pin
to the bottom of' the cavity in the head. This action crushes the support,1ng cup and perm.its the point of' the f'iring pin to penetrate the superquick detonator.
The explosive charge of' this detonator initiatde
a detonating wave which is tree to! pass directl,.
thro~
the open f'lash hole of'
the fuze to the detonator of' the booster, the latter
being in the &rEd
poe1tion.
It should be remembered that the delay f'iring
pin also functions
the delay element, but since the fuze is set f'or superquick action the
detonator of' the booster functions
prior to the canpletion
of' burning of'
the delay pellet.
~. Delay- action (Fig. 1). This setting restrains
the interrupter against outward movement in flight,
and, consequently,
prevents
the explosive wave of the superquick detonator from passing down the
flash channel.
On setback, the plunger support 'contacts the shoulders
of the centrifugal
pins, thus preventing
the plunger head from contacting
the plunger body. Centrifugal
force moves the two centrifugal
pins to
their outermost position,
compressing the springs behind them, as soon as
linear acceleration
has been overcome. The delay element arms when the
projectile
emerges about three feet from the muzzle.
During flight
the
plunger head and plunger body are held apart by means of the restraining
spring which surrounds the plunger support.
On impact or retardation
the
plunger body 1s forced by inertia
to move forward in the caTi ty of the
fuze body, thus carrying the primer into contact vi th the del~ firing
pin and in! tiating
the explosion of the delay assembly.

~,",'

forms
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firing
mechanism. The dela,. pluneer assembl,..'of the M48 will not sta,. in
the armed position
satisfactorily
when fired from weapons which impart
low rotational
veloci t,. to the projectile.
For instance,
the M48 will
arm. and remain armed during flight
when fired from the 75-mm. gun due to
high rotational
veloci t,. imparted to the projectile
b,. the rifling
in the
bore, whereas, when fired from the l55-mm. howitzer the fuze will not remain armed. due to low rotational
veloci t,. imparted to the projectile.
This resulted
in a modification
of the M48 to include a mechanical device
to hold the delay plunger armed during flight
of the projectile
when
fired frOI:l these larger calibered weapons. The fuze so modified was
designated M5l. An explanation
of this mechanical addition
follows:

@

.'
~
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~
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11. Point detonating 1"uze. M51. -,!.
Gemral.
This:t"uze is a
superquick point detonating fuze, with no delay el~nt,
designed
primarily
for use on chemical shell.
This fuze is similar
to the M48,
(see paragraph 14 of this chapter) except that it contains no dela1
el~nt
or settins
sleeve on the centrif'ugal
interrupter.
In firins
chemical shell it is important that the shell burst before entering
the sround, in order that the chemical be spread instead of concentrating
in and Mar the shell crater.
~
to the fact that the delay
assembly of the M48 :t"uze was not needed when firins
chemical shell,
it was decided to effect
an econaDy b1 redesignins
the M48 fuze lea'Ytns
out this assemb11. This fuze, as changed, is designated M51 and works
in conjunction
wi th the M22 booster.

b. JUnction (J1g. 8). As linear acceleration ceases, (this
is after the round has cleared the muzf.le of the weapon) centrif'ugal
force acts upon the interrupter
caus1J1git to move outward, clearing
the central flash channel. On impact, earth, water, or sand ruptures
the closing disc and forces the firing pin to the bottan of the caTi t,.
in the head. This action crushes the supporting cup and permits the
point of the firing pin to penetrate the superquick detonator.
The ex-52-
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consisting o~ a concussion plunser, primer striker,
and a primer.
The
r1n6s are held under compression by a cupped tension washer which is installed between the closing cap and the upper riD8.
Fel t washers are
Slued to the upper surfaces of the graduated time-train
ring and bod.,y.
These washers serve to confine the ~18me and gases produced bY' the combustion o~ the time rings, and also to permit the graduated ring to be
turMd with uniform resistance
and without mutilating
the onion-skin
paper washers which are shellacked to the lower sur~aces o~ the rings.
On the lower ~ace o~ each ring, a horseshoe-shaped slot is milled,
and
this slot is ~illed with compressed black powder. A graduated ring
pellet connects one end o~ the train on the graduated ring to the upper
t~-train
ring.
An upper-ring
pellet
connects one end o~ ths upper
rins to the initiating
primer.
On the exterior
surface of each ring,
~re is a hole or Tent which is closed b7 a thin ~oil disc.
The
graduated time-train
ring is graduated from 0 to 25 seconds, the
graduations fro. 1 to 25 being in divisions
o~ 0.2 seconds.
Directly
above the primer there is an anvil-shaped
striker.
A concussion plunger
is held in place above the striker
by a cotter pin and two shear pins.
The cotter pin extends through the plunger and closing-cap
assembly and
has a pull ring at its loop.
The magazine charge is assembled into the
base o~ the boq.
.2.

Safety

feature!.

pin support maintains the firing
nator.

It

i8 identical

to that

(1

:r1ring

pin suJ>'POrt. The firing

pin at a sate distance trail
of the point-detonating

the deto-

fuze 1 M48.

(2) The interrupter.
The interrupter,
while in the
unarmedposition,
closes the passage leading to the booster, preventing
8uperquick action of the rUze in the event that the superquick detonator functions prematurel.T.
(3) Cotter »!~.
The cotter pin supports the plunser
durine: transportation,
thereby preventing
accidental
shearing of the
.hear pins and firing
ot the concussion pr~r.
It must be r~ved
prior to firing.

nd a
.r--:aded
.1den:aph
-lpper

(4)
FUze set at safe.
When the fUze is set at safe,
the metal between the ends of the time train
in the upper ring
COTers
the graduated-riDS
pellet,
and the _tal
between the ends of the
graduated-ring
powder train
coTers the bod.}' pellet.
Under these con41t1ona om or both time rings can burn completel.y vi thout, igniting
the base charge in the fuze.

(5) Vent closing discs.
The vent closing discs pre'fent premature ignition
of powder trains b7 chamber gases.
T.."1e
pressure created b7 the caabustion gases, upon igni tlon of the powder trains, ruptures these discs, thereb7 providing
vents (termed
"exterior vents") for the gases generated as the burning of the time
trains progress.
These discs also serve to seal the powder trains
against ~isture.

(6)

Saf'ety"dls2.

The safe~7 disc is located
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at th~ i8-

ni tion
end of'
less
than 0.4

vents

the graduated:ring
seconds,
the safety

i ts ignition

time
train~
disc
covers

by the graduated

When the
the body

fuze
pellet

is

set at
and pre-

ring.

. ~. Setting.
There is no selective setting provided f'or super.
quick action, but when desired it is obtained by f'iring
with the time
train set at saf'e (8 on graduated ring opposite index line on b04) or
wi th a time of' burning which is surely in excess of' the time of' f'light.
The manufacturer
sets the time at saf'e, so that, if' f'ired without any
change of setting,
a superquick impact burst results.
Time settings
0.4 seconds (f'or close-in
def'ense) to 25 seconds are obtained by
the graduated time-train
ring so that the desired reading in seconds or
f'ractions
of' seconds coincides with the f'ixed setting
line on the b04.
A shoulder is milled in the graduated time-train
ring between the ends
the scale, and another shoulder is milled in the b04 f'or turning the
graduated ring in the fuze setter.

]

!..
Superquick action.
The nonsettins
interrupter
used with
this fuze moves to its outward or armed position
as soon as linear acceleration
is overcame by centrifugal
force.
Provided the fuze is set
on safe or with a time of burning in excess of the time of flisht,
the
fuze will function
on impact in exactly the same manner as the point
detona t ins fuze, M51. ( See figure 8.)

f.
back

force

Time ac~ion

causes

the

(Figure

concussion

10).
plunger

when the gw1 is fired,

to shear

its

shear

pins

the setand

bend the primer striker
against the primer.
The primer, upon firing,
igni tee the upper-ring
pellet which, in turn, ignites
the powder of the
upper time-train
ring.
The compressed powder in the upper time-train
ring burns at a relatively
unifonn rate, and the burning progresses to
the point where the flame contacts and ignites
the graduated-ring
pellet.
The posi tlon of the graduated-ring
pellet
is controlled
by setting
the
graduated time-train
ring, which is accomplished before firing.
The
pellet
of the graduated time-train
ring transmits
the flame to the powder train of this ring.
This powder train burns in a manner similar
to
that of the upper ring and communicates the flame to the body pellet.
The body pellet
ignites
the body charge, which in turn fires the
charge.
As viewed from r.he forward end of the fuze, the upper ring ,
in a counterclockwise
direction
and the graduated ring in a clockwise
direction,
so that increasing
the setting of the graduated ring causes
appro:r:1matel.1' proportionate
increaso in the burning time of both rings.
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19. Fuze. tl.me~d su:Perquick. M55. This fuz~ is identical
in
every respect to the M54, explained in paragraph 17 and f'igures 9 & 10.
When the M54 fuze is f'i tted to the M21 booster,
f'or use in the modif'ied
Mark series of projectiles
for the 155-mm. gun and howitzer and the Mseries of projectiles
of' 155-mm. to 240-mm. inclusive,
it is designated
~.
";
!
.
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FIGURE 11.

- Fuze,

-». . #.nA
antiaircraft,

1. Cl08lnlCcap.
2. CoocU8Ilon pluocer.
3. a.i8taring.
4. Con~lon
primer.
6. CoftCt'l81onlinn: pili.
G. Upper time train rill):.
T. l'owd.r train.
8. 1.o\\'et'or ~duatl'(l till'" train rlnlf.

21-second,

It.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Mk. III.

Body.
Kapalne cbarlle (bla~k powde~).
Venra.
ro1l-dn pell".
rnwcler !..tift.
l'owcle~ P4'llet.
"'at'11'ruot co,.r.
,.'

sec
gra
is
'The
rea

hibits
its use in conjunction
with
It 1s suitable
for use with 3-inch

the booster,
antiaircraft

1120. (See (4) below.
shrapnel.
Although 1t

was superseded for manufacture b,. the f'uze, Mk. IIIAl,
the Mk. III f'uze will be issued until
action is outlined
in b. below.
(3)

Fuze. antiaircraft.

redesign ot the antiaircraft
consists
strik:1ng
function

2l-aecond.

fuze I Mk. III.

Mk. IIIAl.

The princi~

~

The fuze
This is a

moditication

ot strengthening
the nose end ot the fuze so that accidental
ot the end ot the fuze a.gainst the breech ot the sun will not
the fuze.
The f'uze I Mk. IIIAl1
is s1m1lar in all other --

to the Nt. "III and superseded the latter
Mk. ilIAl,
munition.

exist1ng stocks

the suppl,. is exhausted.

is standard

tor

use in all

tor manufacture.

3-inch

antiaircraft

The f'uze I

shrapnel

am-

(4) Fuze. antiaircraft.
21-second. Nt. IIIA2.
This is an
antiaircraft
time fuze, Nt. IIIAl,
with the black powder magazine c~
reduced in weight. f'raI. 95 to 15 grains.
This weight of charge is sufficient to actuate the Mk. X and the ~
boosters.
The Mk. IIIA2 fuze is
l1m.ited standard for use with all '-inch
antiaircraft
high explosive
shell.
E.. Action.
(1) Zero setting.
These fuzes can be set and reo
set ~or an1 time fram 0 to 21.2 seconds, the maximum setting;
each
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.graduation

on the lower time train

secondot burning time.

ring

When the setting

representins

approx1matel7

1/5

is at zero I as shown in tigure

II,

the action is as tollows:
When the gun is t1redl the concussion
pl~r
(2) will slip through the resistance ring (3J due to inertia or
setback action in the projectile.
The concussion primer (4) which is
held in the concussion plunger, is thus fired by striking
the firing
pin
(5) . The tlame from this primer passes through a hole in the fuze body
and 19n1tes the powder pellet
(12) which is in the upper time train ring
(6). The tlame f'ran this pellet
(12) is tranmnitted
to the ignition
pellet (13) which is located in the lower or graduated time train ring
(8). The tlame from this pellet
(13) 19nites the ignition
pellet
(14)
in the t'uze body which in turn ignites the magazine charge (10). The
flame from the magazine charge detonates the booster detonator in the
shell or, in the case of shrapnel, flashes through the central tube and
ignites the base charge.
In the above action it is readil,.
seen that
vhen the t'uze is set at zero the action is mere1.T a tranAm1ssion of flam
rran the concussion primer (4) to the magazine charge (10) b7 means ot

povderpellets.

the tiDm teature

The powder train rines (7) I which are responsible for
I

do not enter into this action.

Attention

to the tact that the time fuze when set at zero will
to burst within 75 teet ot the muzzle of the gun.

lelov. .b.oush 1t

~ stocks of
The

fuze

11s is a
l. f1cat1on
,1dental
~ll
not
] r respects
t fuze,
I,Dne 1 am-

Th18 18 an
!-ne charge
! 188uff'1~ fuze 18

~81ve
.set and re'1

is called

cause the projectile

(2) Time settiDlt.
When a time setting
is desired, 15
seconds, for instance,
the action is somewhat different.
The lower or
graduated time train ring (8) is turned coW1terclockYise until
the 15
1s 1n line with the lines on the bod"T and the upper time train ring.
The action of the concussion plunger (2) is the same, and the flame
reaches the powder pellet
(12) as previousry
dbscribed.
This powder
pellet (12) 19nites the powder train (1).
The powder train
(1) is
uch1ned in the upper and lower t~
train rings in the shape of a
horseshoej that is, there is a solid section of metal at the beginning
and end of the powder train.
The ignition
pellet
(13) in the lower
or graduated time train ring (8) has been moved in setting
the fuze,
and it is MoesSa17 that the powder train (1) of the upper time train
ring burn until this pellet
is reached by the flame.
Then with the
ignition of the pellet
(13), the powder ~ain
(1) in the lower or
graduated time train will begin to burn.
When the flame reaches ignition pellet (14) in the body (9), the action is as previously
described
tor zero setting.
The gasses frCD. the burning of the powder train (1)
e~cape to the atmosphere by means of the vents (11) in the closing cap
(1).
(3) Safe setting.
When the lower or gr'aduated time train
ring (8) is set so that the mark "8" is in line vi th the lines on the
boq and the upper time train riDS, the f'uze is said to be "safe".
At
this settine,
the solid ~tal
section of' the upper time train rins 1s
Ccmipletel1 covering the ignition
pellet
(l3) in the lower. or graduated
t~
train rins and the solid metal section of' the lower time train
ring is campletel7 coverins ignition
pellet
(14) in the fuze bod7 which
leads to the magazine charge.
Set at saf'e the upper time train may burn out entirel1
in case of' accidental
f'1r1ne of' the concussion primer
vi thout the f'lame being able to reach ,the lower time train or tho maga-
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".

zine charge (10) and therefore the f'uze would not function.
These fuzee
are alw~s set "safe" for issue and if not used after making a setting
the'1' should be reset

IIsafe"

again

before

handling.

c. Care. Ever,- precaution
should be taken to keep moistm-e
a~
f'rom "t.hes~zes.
The7 are protected b7 waterproof
coverB and the
powder trains
(1) are covered with waxed paper, but short exposure in
damp places vi~
allow moisture to enter.
A piece of felt cloth is on
the undersiae of each powder train
(1) which prevents the fl8JM of the
burning powder f'rom creeping faster than it should.
If these pieces of
felt become wet, the powder will absorb same of the moisture which will
greatly
alter the time of burning.
The waterproof fuze cover should
not be removed before the ammun1
tion is required for firing.
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d. Test of condition.
(11 Corrosion. Each fuze should be
examined for indication of extreme eXterior -oo--rnsion. If the fuze
any appreciable stains around the time ring the entire round will be
classed as "unserviceable"
(2) Frictional
resistance 01" graduated time train ring.
When the round is to be used with weapons equipped with continuous t,-pe
of fuze setters l the fuze should be tested to detennine the torque
(tvistins
effort)
necessary to turn the graduated time train.
No fuze
will be used when the. torque required to .~
the graduated time train
ring is more than 60 inch-pounds.
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aWE

J'IGtJRE 12.

- Graduated

time-train

riDS .f'r1ction

tester.
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the time element of the fuze fails
to funct1on, or the setting is too
long, the percussion element will cause the shrapnel to function upon
impact, the term "combination" thus being derived frcm this double action feature.
Figure 13 shows a view of the fuze witJ1 the waterproof
cover (19) in place and the fuze set at safe.
It also shows a sectional
view of the fUze set at 0 with the names of the principal
parts.
b. Canister action.
(1) When the setting
is at 0 for canister effect,
the action is as follows:
When the gun is fired,
the
concussion plunger (2) will slip through the resistance
ring (3), due to
inertia
or the setback action in the proJectile.
The concussion primer
(4), which is held in the concussion plunger, is thus fired by the firing pin (5).
The flame from this primer (4) passes through a hole in
the body and ignites
the powder pellet
(16), which is in the upper timetrain ring (6).
~e flame fraR this pellet
(16) is transm1 tted to the
ignition
~llet
(17), which is located in the loW8r or graduated t1me- .
train ring (8).
The flame frail. this pellet
19ni tee the ignition
pellet
(18) of the bod7 (11).
The magazine charge (13) is exploded and the
flame of s~
passes through the central tube of the shrapMl to the
base charge.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
II.
e.
T.

CI_Iac eap.
Coueu81oa pluupr.
aesfat&Deerlac.
Co_loa
primer.
Coaeu8loa 8r1nc pIn.
Upper Ume-traJDrlac.
POW'dertraIL

8. Lower or araduated tl.~.traJD
9. Perea88l0D primer.

11.
12.
I!.
14.
15.
18.
1T.
18.
19.

rlac.

Bod,.
Pe~oa
aria. pIa.
Mapal.e
cla.fIe (black powder).
PereuutOD pluDpr.
Yeats.
Powder pellet.
Powder peUet.
Powder penet.
Waterproof coyer.

10. Claaasel.

J'IGtm
(2) In
fuze is set at 0, the
concussion The
primer
(4)
pellets.
powder

13.

- Adapter

and booster, Nt:. III .

the above action
action is merely
to the(7),
maeaz1ne
train
which

it is readily
seen that when the
a transmission
of' f'lame f'raa the
charge
(13)
b7
~ans
powder
is responsible
for theof' time
"
.

does not enter into this action.

c.

Time action.

When the
-62-

fUze

1s set

tor

time,

say 15

J~
fl
".

1.907M (model or mark number of' f'uze).
tu:
\~J

lDt

n\DD.ber.

C,)

In1 t1als or symbol of manufacturer.
Month and year of' loadiJ18.

Pract.idalI,.
22.

this

45-second

S81M stamping also appears on 'the waterproof'
canbination

co~er.

Gemral description.

f'uIoe, M19O7M- -,!-

(1) The 45-second combination fuze 1s used w1th shrapnel.
It can .
and reset at any t~e fram 0, for canister effect,
to 45.2 seconds--the
longest t~
that the fuze will burn after firingIt 1s made of brass
and bronze and weighe 2 po\D1ds-

(2)

shipnent.

It

Shrapnel may be found with

is protected f'raa ~1sture

this

fuze assembled for

by a waterproof cover which 18

re~ved and thrown away when the fuze is set for time of flight.
Before
setting
the fuze, it is necessary to remove the safety wire at the top
the fuze.
This safety wire is incorporated
for saretl' in due to the low arming resistance
of the concussion pl1m88r.
(3) This f'uze does not ha'Ye"a detonatiJ18 el~nt,
as it
designed to ignite the base charge of black powder in the shrapnel.
If
the time element of the fuze fails
to function,
or the Bettina iB too
lone, the percussion elemnt will cause the shrapnel to f'unction upon
pact, the term "caD.bination" thus being derived :f1'(:B this double action
f'eature.
Figure 14 shove a 'Yiew of' the f'uze with the waterproof' cover
(19) in place and the fUze set at safe.
It also shove a sectional
view
of the fuze set at 0, with the names of the principal
parts.
b.

ter

effect-;

Canister
the action

action.
(l)
is as follows:

When the setting

is at 0 tor

canis-

When the weapon is .fired, the concussion plunger (2) will slip
through the resistance
ring (3), due to inertia
or the setback: action
the projectile.
The concussion primer (4), which is held in the concussion p1unser, is thus exploded by the firtng
pin (5).
The flame
this pr18r
(4) passes through a hole in the boq and ignites
the .
pellet
(16), which is in the upper time train ring (6).
The .fl~
f'rca
this pellet
(16) is transmitted
to the ignition
pellet
(17), which is
located in the lover or graduated tt.
train ring (8).
The flame fraI
this pellet
ignites
the ignition
pellet
(18) of the bo47 (11). The
zine charse (13) i8 exploded and the .fl~
of s~
pe.sses through the
central tube o.f the shrapne 1 to the base Charse.

(2) In the above action, it is readily seen that when ~
fuze is set at 0, the action is merely a transmission of flame from the
concussion primer (4) to the magazine Charge (13) by meaDeof powder.
lets.
The powder train (7), whiCh is responsible for the t18 feature,
does not enter into this action.
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E. Caution. Care should be taken in firing shrapnel with the
fuze set at 0, when using zone 1 propelling charge, since the forward
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FIGURE 14.

- 45-eecond
combination

Before
18 top
-otat1on,

S. Lower or gro.lunted
9. l't'rcuBBion primer.

time train

-,

'v.,

fuze, Ml907M.

]1. DI)«)Y.

1. Saret,- \"irt'.
2. Concussloll pluugt'r.
3. BeBlstBncerinlt.
4. Concu~&lonprimer.
5. Con"uA..fc.nfirlnlt pin.
G. U"fK'r OllIe trl\llI ring.
7. l'o,vller train.

L for
-.ch 1s

C~

ring.

12.
13.
14.
16.
](1.
1j.
18.
19.

rercuSI;i(\D flriDg piD.
Magazine charge (black powd~r).
r~rcUMlon pluDger.
Vent-o.
I'..~-(lcr pcllct.
I'o"-der pcll"t.
Powder p"net.
WatcrprooC cover.

10. Channel.
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velocity of the shrapnel is not much grea~r
than the rearward velocity
of the shrapnel case when the shrapnel explodes and the shrapnel case
DIa1be thrown back close to the battery.

~.

Time action.

When the fuze is set for

time,

15 seconds

tor instance. the aotion is somewhat different.
The lower or graduatedl
time train ring (8) is moved counterclockwise until the 15 is in line
with the lines on the body and the upper time train ring.
The action'
of the concussion plunger (2) is the same1 and the flame reaches the
powder pellet
(16) 1 as previously
described.
This powder pellet
(16)
ignites the powder train
(7).
The powder t,rain (7) is machined in both
the upper and lower time train rings in the shape of a horseshoe; that
is, there is a solid section of metal at the beginning and end of the
powder train.
The ignition
pellet
(17) of the lower time train ring
(8) has been moved in setting the fuze, and it is necessary that the
powder train (7) of the upper time train ring, burn until
this pellet
is reached by the flame.
Then, with the ignition
of 'the pellet
(17),
the powder train
(7) of the lower or graduated time train ring will
begin to burn.
When the flame reaches igni t1on pellet
(18) in the body

(11) 1 the action is as previously described.
The gases from the powder
train (7) escape to the atmosphere by means of the vents' (15).
e. Pet'cussion action.
The combination feature of this fuze
1s that i t-w111 function on impact.
In the percussion plunger (14) j
the percussion fir~p1n
(12) is armed by centrifugal
forcej that is,
the firing
pin is Y:t}locked and revo1't'es to the armed pos1 tion-, so that
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1':1
t!~d

on impact it will function the percussion pr~r
(9). The flame from
primer passes through the channel (10) in the body to the magazine
charge (13), thus firing
the Bhrapne 1.

. this

i. General notes. (1 Every precaution should be taken to
keep moisture away from this fuze.
The fuze is protected by a
cover and the powder trains
(7) are covered with waxed paper, but short
exposure in damp places will allow moisture to enter.
A piece of felt
cloth is on the underside of each powder train
(7), which prevents the
flame from creeping faster than it should.
If these pieces of felt'
get wet, the powder will absorb some of the moisture,
which will greatl'1
the time of burning.
(2) When the lower or graduated time train ring (8) is l
so that the mark "8" is in line with the marks on the body and the upper
time train ring, it is said to be "safe".
At this setting the solid
metal section of the upper time train ring is completely covering the
igni tion ::?611et (17) in the lower or graduated time train ring and the
solid metal section of the lower or graduated time train ring is completely
covering ignition
pellet
(18) in the body which connects with
the magazine charge (13).
It would be possible for both powder trains
(7) to burn completely,
but no flame could reach the ignition
pellet
and therefore
the shrapnel would not explode, except by percussion
When firiD8
shrapnel for. percussion action,- the fuze should be set at
These fuzes are always issued set "safe",
and if not used after mak1D8
setting
they should be reset to "safe" again and the safety wire
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SECTION V
MECHANICAL TIME FUZES
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23. Mechanical time fuze. M43 (Figure 15). -,!.
~nera1.
This
fuze is designed to in1 tiate the functioning
of the explosive charge of
a projectile
at a predete~ined
time after firing.
It 19 standard for
use on

3", 9O-mm., and

t.s wi th
I trains
:

llet

lion

(1)
(2)
pheric conditions,

r

--.e:etat "8
making a
~.J ~placed

:.he follow-

and re~roof

cover.

105-mm. AA h1sh explosive

shell

ammunition.

The

time element of" the fuze resembles a watch ~chanism. in general principles, differing
from it in the following
respects:
Instead of being
driven b1 a main spring, it is driven by a pair of weighted gear segments,
which are actuated by the centrifugal
f"orce created by the rotation
of
the projectile
in flight;
its escapement differs
from that of" a watch, in
that it beats at a very much higher frequency and makes use of a straight
spring instead of the conventional
spi~al spring; also, the gears and
pinions are much more rugged than those in a watch.
The advant88es of
the mechanical time fuze as compared with the powder train trpe of time
fuze are:

deterioration

Greater accurac,".
Calibration
and accurac7 are not affected
due to firing
at various gun elevations.

(3)
AbUi ty to withstand
or loss in accuracy.

(4} Possible production
factured by facilities
not experienced
curement of materials
does not present
powder for the powder type of fuze.

long time storage

b7 atmos-

without

advantaee in that it can be manuin fuze work.
Also, the prodifficulty,
such as that of fuze

b. Construction.
The general construction
of the fUze is
shown on ~U;
15. The shape of the fuze is designed for good ballistics, the contour being the S8l'J8 as that of other point fuzes of the
latest types.
The base is marked in 1/5 second graduations
and may be
adjusted fram 1/5 to 30 seconds. Each full
second graduation
is numbered.
The lower cap and base are provided w1th slots for the purpose of locking
the fuze in t.he fUze setter and preventing
its w1thdrawal until
'the fuze
has received the proper setting.
..2. Safet,...
The f'uze contains three main .safety devices which
are armed b,. the action of' f'iring
the projectile
.from the gun; two of'
them are under the f'orce of' set-back or linear acceleration
and one arms
under the action of' centrifugal
f'orce.
These safety devices act respectively on the timing disc, the f'iring
device and the escapement of'
the movement. An inherent safety in the fuze is that nO ener87 is available f'or running the movement and releasing
the f'iring
device until
centrifugal f'orce is created due to the rotation of' the projectile
~n
flight.

d.

T1miJ)g (Fig.

16).

The'tim1Dg
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of

t.he fuze

ia re"gulated

bY'

the angular distance through which the slot in the t1.m1ne disc must move
to reach the finger of the firing
arm. In setting
the fuze, this angular
distance is increased or decreased as the .fUze setting
is increased or
decreased.
Setting the .fUze is accomplished by turning the brass lower
cap (1) with respect to the base. The lower cap can be turned in either
direction
and through the zero and saf'ety graduations.
Turning this cap
in a counterclockwise
direction,
as viewed ~
the point of the fuze,
increases the ~e
setting.
When setting the fuze, the t~ing
disc rotates with the lower cap by means of the setting pin (2).
However, the
main driving pinion (5), to which the t~ing
disc is attached cannot move,
because the gear train and escapement are locked by the centrifugal
Baret,
device.
The f'riction
washer which attaches the t1.m.ing disc to the main
driving pir"ion permits sliPPeee to occur during the settiJ18 of' the f'uze,
but the f'r1ction
is suf'.f1cient for the main driving pinion to rotate the I
ttmine disc after it has been released ~
the setting pin (2).
e. Function.
When fired,
the acceleration
force or set-back
developed In the bore .of the gun causes the n~rs
(3) on the cantilever
spring to strike the protruding
lug (4) on the t1m1ng disc, flattening
it

and releasing it tram the setting pin (2).

The cantilever spring re-

I

turns to its original
position
as soon as set-back ceases.
S~taneoU8.
17, the set-back pin that locks the firing
device is released.
This is
accomplished b7 the set-back pin moving rearward.
The firing
arm. is then
free to rotate when the slot in the t1m1D8' disc comes opposite the finger
on the firing
arm. thus releasing
the firing
pin saf'et7 plate and allov1B
the firiD8' pin (7~ to strike
the primer (8) under the action of the spriD
(6).
The firing
az-,nand firing
pin sa.tet7 plate are both actuated b7
centrif'ugal
force.
Centrif'ugal
force created b7 the rotation
of' the proJectile
in f'light
causes the saf'et7 lock to rotate and release the escapement. This safety lock is held in the locked position
by a relative~
soft flat
spring.
The movement is then free to run.
The weighted gear
~:"I
segments in msh with the main driving pinion (5) then drive the movement.
..,~The main driving pinion is co~cted
b7 a train of gears to the escapemen'
;;t'
,.~
which governs its rate of'. rotation
and thus the rate of' rotation
of' the
timing disc.
When the slot in the t1JD.ins disc reaches the f'ineer of' the
f'irins
arm, the fuze f'UDctions as explained previousl7.
The me.gazine
charse of the fuze consists of' black powder (9) contained in a silk bas.
The e%plosion o! this black powder charge f'Unctions the M2O booster.

1. Additional
data.
Just prior to adopting the M43Al fuze,
(see next paragraph),
s~
of' the M43 f'\1zes were assembled with a spiral
retaining
wire f'1 tted around the nose of' the fuze.
One end of' the wire
was inserted
into the lower cap and into the setback pellet.
This wire
must be remared bef'ore inserting
the round in the f'\1ze setter.
24. Fuze. mechanical time. ~~.
This fuze is identical,
in
principal,
with the M43. The RAIn designation
was the result of minor
modifications.
A copper retaining
ring vas added to protect the t1miDg
dieo, fig'.1re 16, a,gainot bulging or bendiJ18. The outside appearance remained th3 same at this time.
Later, without changing the fuze number,
the groove Just above the lower caP, (1), figure 15, vas eli18inAted,
makine the surface of the f'uze smooth.
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25. Fuze mechanical time )f2. -!:,.
Description.
The action and
design ot this fuze are very similar
to the mechanical time fuze, M43,
described in the preceeding par~aph.
The principal
difference
in these
fuzes is that the fuze, M2, has a booster assembled to the lower portion
of the fuze bodr.
It also has a larger thread size than the fuze, M43,
and is assembled to the lO5-mm. shell, M38, vi thout the use of an adapter.
A set screw extends through the shell wall engaging the threaded portion
of the fuze bodr, locking it in place.
The booster of this fuze contains
'a bore-safe feature similar
to the booster, M20, previously
described.
The f'uze bod7 is graduated tor a time setting of from 1 to 30 seconds with
1/5-second subgraduation.
A register
line is scribed on the surface of
the lower cap near one of the fuze setter slots.
This line is set at the
15-second graduation during shipment and storage.
For a time setting of
more or less than 15 seconds the lower cap is turned in a clockwise direction as viewed from. above.
b. Use. The mechanical time fuze, M2, has been superseded by
the mechan1calt1me fuze, M43, and the booster, ltf2O. The mechanical time
fiZ8, M2 will be used with the lO5-DDD..Ant1arcraft
shell, M38, until
the
8UPPl,r 1s exhausted.

-ESCAPEMENT
LEVER
ESCAPEMENT
SPRING-
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CHAPl'ERIV
ADAPrERS AND BOOSTERS

Section

I. General
II.
III.

Adapter & Booster .tor High Explosive
Adapter & :Booster for Chemical Shell

Shell

IV. ~sters
.tor AA & Other Hish Explosive Shell
V. :Bursters for Chemical Shell
J
SE~OB

~
f
J
e
1
E
't
C
e
c
'l

I

CZRERAL

1. In seneral, an adapter is a bushing that iits into the nose of
the shell and into which a fuze may be inserted.
in general, a booster is
a casing containing a charse of high explosive, w~ch serves to boost the
ener81 liberated by the fuze so as to insure detoJation of the bursting
charge in the shell.
These assembled components'are known as the adapter
and booster.

)1.
SE~ONn
ADAPT.ER81 BOOSTER :PURBIcm ED'U)SrVE

2. ~n~.

SBE1J..

In this assemb~ the booster casing extends well into
The detonation of the ruze ls transmitted
to the

the loaded shell.

.

slye charge in the booster.
The booster,
in turn,
detonates
the
-J--charge of the shell.
A booster
contains
a comparatiYe~
small amount of
exploslye
(USuall7
te~l),
which explodes with a high order of ~_._,
These types of adapters
and boosters
are all assembled into the shell
for

shipment.

In the case of the new style

15-mm., shells

:tor

the

gun,

how-

l tzer,
pack howitzer and the lO5-mm. how1tzer whlch are the smaller size8
the booster
has the fuze assembled to it in the shell.
In the larger'
sizes,
whether new style
or renovated
old style
shells,
there is in pla~

of the fuze a suitable
sizes

of

shell

this

transpQrtatlon.
detonation
when,

plug to keep out all

plug

has a ring

The nose plug also
ln

case

of

and is

serves

accldent,

other

dirt

and water.

In the .'

used as a lifting
plug
to reduce the possibilities
shells

are

detonating

-

.-

M:

in
in

of
the

vicinlty.

t}

(1)

Shell,

B.E., Mk. II,

(2)

Shell,

R.E., Mk. I,

(3)

Shell, R.E., tor 8" howitzers.
-12-

for 6" guns.
tor 8" guns.

:rt
nE
pI

(4)

Shell,

H.E., Mk. III,

for 240-mm. howitzers.

(5)

Shell,

H.E., Mk. IV, for 10" guns.

(6)

Shell,

H.E., Mk. X, for 12" guns.

:7) Shell, H.E., Mk. VI-A, and Mk. n,

.8

for 12" mortars.

ligure 1 shows this adapter and booster and gives the names of the
principal parts, together with the stamping identifications.
A fuze
vocket protects the booster charge f'raa moisture.
As fuzes are never assembled in these shell,
until
Just prior to firing,
an eyebolt lifttng
plug is supplied which acts as a protection
against the entrance of foreign substances, prevents inJur" to the .t"uze threads in the adapter and
faclli tates handling of the shell.
This lifting
plug is made of steel
and a ring or e1'8 is formed on one end, throush which a hook or bar ma,,be passed in handling the shell.
Some shell ~
be received in which a
die-cast vhi te metal plug or a felt adapter plug is used, instead of the
e1ebolt lifting
plug.
The booster charge consists of approxtmatel1 4.4
ounces of tetr,-l.
Some boosters are loaded vi th half tetryl
and half
T.J. T., the tetr7l being placed around the .t"uze socket.

i~'

,

'.J

~

";'

'~

I~
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FIGURE1.

ve
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1.
2.
a.
4.
6.

t-"-.on.
.. r

.

- Adapter

~
daarae (.ppros. 4 OL aUfl).
~
cuID&o
~
lOCket.
Adrpter pluc.
lDlt1ala or 8J]Dbol of loader.

g

.~.

and booster, Mk. II-A.
8. Inltlala or 8,.mbol of metal P&rtI
manufacturer.
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Nt. III,

Adapter and booster.
is used in the following

Mk. III.
The adapter
high explosive shell.

and booster,

H.E., Mk. I, tor 2.95" mountain suns.

(1)

Shell,

(2)

Shell, H.E., Mk. I, for 75-mm.~8.

Figure 2 shows this adapter and booster and sives the n8JQeSof
the principal
parts, together with the stamping identifications.
A
fuze socket protects
the booster charge frc:m JlM)isture.
As f'uzes are
never assembled in these shell,
until
the round is to be used, an adapter.
plug is supplied which acts-- as a protection
against the entrance of for,
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eign substances and prevents injury to the threads of' the adapter. This
adapter plug consists of' a piece of' f'elt thoro~
oiled and held in
posi tion between two metal plates b'1' wire cleats.
A rinS is .provided b'1'
which the plUS ma.r be removed. The booster charge consists of' approximatel)' one ounce of' tetr,.l.
Someboosters are loaded with hali' tetr,.l
and half' T.N.T., the tetr,.l being placed around the fuze socket.
.£. ~p~~
and booster.
III-B,
is used in the 15-mm. high
cal with the Mk. III,
except that
dapter is made smaller to fit the

Mk. III-B.
The adapter and booster, Mk.
explosive shell, Mk. IV.
It is identithe diameter of the :flange of the aMk. IV shell.
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The adapter and booster, Nt.

1s used in the following hish explosive shell:
Shell,

R.E., !onc.nI,

for 155-DDD..
guns.

Shell,

H.E., Mk. I, and Mk. IV, for l55-mm. howitzers.

Figure .3 shows this adapter and booster.. and gives the nsmes of the
principal
parts.. together with the stamping identifications.
A fUze
socket protects
the booster charge from moisture.
As fuzes are never assembled in these shell.. until Just prior to firiD8 a lifting
plug is
supplied.. which acts as a protection
against the entrance of toreign substances.. prevents inJ~
to the fUze seat threads in the adapter and
facilitates
handling of the shell.
The lifting
plug is made ot steel and
a ring or e78 is formed on one end, through which a hook or bar ~
be
passed in handling the shell.
Some shell may be received in which a diecast vbi te metal plug or a tel t adapter plug is used instead ot the e,.ebol t lifting
plug.
The booster Charee consists of approximatelY' one
ot tetr7l.
8ame boosters are loaded with halt tetr7l
and halt T. H. T . ,
tetr71 being placed around the fuze socket.

~. Adapter and booster. t.nc. III-~.
The adapter and booster,
t.nc. III-~~
is 1dent1c~ w1th the adapter and booster t.nc. III-A, except
that the recess in the adapter is larger.
This is necessary so that the
--(~-
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2. Adapter.
8. Felt wa8ber.
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.

.,

Mk. III-A.

G.Felt wub.r.

8. FD8eaocket.
7. Booetercham (tetl71).
f1!.

adapter will receive the M46 or M47 fuze.
The interrupter
of these fuzes
sits lower on the fuze bod3 and would not seat properl7 in the Mk. III-A,

~r

adapter and booster.

SEc.wrIOBIII
ADAPm. AIm BOOSTERroB CmfICAL SHEl.T.

st.er, Mk.

I ~~
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4. General.
The fUnction of the booster in a chemi~
shell is to
break up the shell so that the contents mB.y'be released and scattered.
The booster charge is therefore
greater than in the high explosive shell
booster.
The adapter is provided with a pipe thread in order that the
.zers.

projectile

the

.
'-

~

be made gas tight.

5. ,'!'n!.!. -,!'
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The adapter and

booster, Nt. IV-B is used in the 75-mm. chemical shell,
Mk. II.
Figure
4 shove this adapter and booster, and 8i ves the names of the principal
parts, together with the stamping identifications.
Its function
is to
break up the flhell so that the contents can escape.
This component
differs tran that which is used in the high exploeive shell in that the
adapter and booster are made in one piece and the thre'ade are tapered
(pipe threads) instead of being straight,
this type of thr~ad and the
one piece construction
being necessary to make a gas-tight
assembl1.
The joint made by the tapered threads is the only place where the gas
can escape fraD. the shell due to defective
assembly.
The- booster charge
consists of' approximately
lt ounces of tetr,-l.
Sane boosters are loaded
vi th half tetryl
and half' T.N. T., the tetryl
being placed around the

fuze socket.

'b.goster
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1. Doo8t.r ~harp (~I).

Mk. VI-B is used in the following

-'

:!. Fuse 805ft.

chemical

(1)

Shell,

Chemical,

Mk. VII,

(2)

Shell,

Chemical,

Mk. II,

for

shell:
l55-mm. guns.

tor 155-mm. howitzers.

Figure 5 shows this adapter and booster, and g1ves the names of the
principal
parts, together with the stamping identifications.
This component differs
tram that which is used in the high explosive
shell in
that the adapter and booster are made in one piece and the threads, b,.
which it is assembled to the shell,
are tapered or pipe threads, instead
of being straight,
this t~
of thread and ~~
piece construction
be.
ing necessary to make a gas-tight
assembl'1'. The joint made by the tapered threads is the only place where the gas can escape fran the shell
due to defective
assembl'1'. Due to the facts,
first,
that quite a larse
booster charge is required to break up the ah~o8.l
shell;
and second,
that the fuze alone would not depen~~'.t""~..'~IM~::=-.Mf§
large booster
charge T an auxiliary.
booster vas fo"und necessary.
The au.x:11iBr7 booster
is exactly the same as the booster used in the Mk. III-A
adapter and
booster,
the charge being approximately
one ounce of tetryl.
The charge
of the main booster is approximatel'1' 9 ounces of T.K. T.

SECTION IV
BOOSTERS FOR AJfrIArnCRAFr

AND O'~

HIGH EXPU>SIVE SHELL

6. ~~.
The design of modern projectiles
and fUzes; for
both antiaircraft
and field
artillery
guns, is such that no adapter
is necessary.
The booster is so designed that it takes the place of ~
adapter used in the older types of projectiles.
The boosters described
in this section-"t>rovide a factor of" sa.fet,. in the handling and
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M2O -(~~._1l.

(1)

The booster,.

~

I 1s as-

sembled in the tollov1D8 shell:
(a)
(b)

Shell, H.E., M48, :for 7'-SI.. guns.
Shell,

R.E., M48, M4l, and M4lA1, tor 75-mm.

howitzers.
.of the
.,d
'1'.

-DB. at

(0).- Shell, H.E., M42, for 3" S.C. guns.
(4)

Shell,

,
R.E., M42, for 3" AA guns.
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m. AA.

when the proJectile
has cleared the muzzle b7 trom three to five feet.
In the armed position
the booster detonator 1s 1n the center of the
booster and thus in line with the flash channel of the fuze.
To insure
that the rotor will rema1n armed 1t 1s locked in the armed pos1 t10n
duriDe the remainder of 1ts flight
b7 the rotor lock ])in which 1s t.hrown
outward b7 centrifugal
force iLto the hole closed b7 ~e body plug.
During f11ght the rotor lock ])1n lock moves b7 creep force beh1nd the
rotor lock ])in (these lock:i.ng features are not shown) and therebY' restrains the latter
from poss1bl7 moving inward.
The explosives of the
tI;;"e are then free to set off successivel7
the rotor detonator,
the
closing cup charge, the booster pellet,
and the shell filler.
When the
booster is assembled to the M48 fuze, the booster detonator is functioned
81ther bY' the superquick detonator assembl7 or b7 the relay charge of the
delay element. When the booster is assembled to the M54 fuze, the
booster detonator is functioned b7 the superqu1ck detonator or bY' the
flame from the black powder of the magazine charge.
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I

M2l.

shell:

(1)

I M20

The booster,
Mk. IIIAl,

M2l,

is assembled in the

(a)

Shell,

H.E.,

and MlOl,

(b)

Shell,

H.E., Mk. IAl,

(0)

Shell,

R.E., MlO3, ~or 8" guns

~-

-';'

l55-DDD..guns.

and MlO2, tor l55-mm. how-

1tzers

)OID:p 1 e "te d

tor

~t

(2) General.
The booster, M2l, is identical
with the
booster, M20, except that the centrifugal
pin lock pin has been ~ed
and a spring placed behind the centrifugal
pin.
The reason for this
modification
was that, when fired in the lower zones of these larger
calibered weapons, the projectile
did not have sufficient
setback action
to cause the lock pin to release the centrifusal
pin.
E:.

~ster.

M22.

This booster

mq be substituted

for

the H2O

and M21, for use on high
explosive
and chemical
shell.
It conforms
in
contour
to the M2O and M2l boosters.
The rotor
has been aa.i tted.
A detonator
of lead azide
and tetrrl
is carried
in the bodJ leading
to the

booster

charge.

Due to the omission

of the rotor

the booster

1

is not

boresafe.

SECTION V
BUR~S
8.

- a.

Gener~.

The old

~

CHB:MICAL SHII.T S

type

adapter

booster

used

in

chemical
function
vas to

shells
have ccmDOn!.1'-been
c~led
bursters
because
their
burst
the shell
bodr and release
the chemical
filler.
At the present
time,
however,
there
are in service
several
explosive
charges
which
are
properly
nsmed "Bursters".
These new bursters
are an improvement
over
the older
types
of boost.:ers
in that
the,. ertend
through
the entire
length
of the shell
and completely
rupture
the entire
bodr,
whereas
in
the older
tJPes
the nose of the shell
was frequentl,blown
away leaving
the base intact,
thus
forming
a cup in which
a large
part
of the chemical
filler
might
remain.

~. Description.
The burster consists ot two component parts:
tirst
the burster casing; and second the explosive charge.
The burster
casing is a steel tube, closed at one end and having a shouldered sleeve
at the other end. The sleeve has a slight
taper and when pressed into
the seat, which is machined in the nose ot the she~, torms a gas-tight
seal preventing
the escape ot the chemical tiller.
The explosive charge
is ot tetr,-l
pellets
which are contained in a thin aluminum or cardboard
tube.
This explosive charge is inserted into the b~ster
casing after
the casing is pressed into the DOse ot the shell.
If' the shell are to
be held in storage over a long period ot time the burster charge wi~
not be inserted into the shell until
Just prior to shipnent.

-

9. Types.
a. .-~~
Burster
Ml. inThis
burster
in paragraph
~ abOve
=Ii . ~-;d
conjunction
the M22 'booster

~.

in the follov1n.g

shell:

(1)

Shell,

Chemical, Nt. IIAl,

(2)

Shell,

Chemical,

Burster.

M5.

isvi described
general
th the M51infuze
and

Mk. VIIAl,

This burster

tor l55-mm. howitzers.
tor

l55-mm. guns.

is described

in general

in para-

graph 8b above.
It is used in conJunction
vi th the M57 fuze and the M22
booster
in the tollowing
shells:
(1)
Shell,
Chemical,
M60, for lO5-mm.

Howitzers Ml and ~.
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